Evaluation of Maxillary Molars Roots Relation to Maxillary Sinus Floor by using Cone Beam Computed Tomography
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Abstract: The maxillary sinus (antrum of Highmore) is the first of the paranasal sinuses to develop. These structures are usually fluid-filled at birth. The growth of these sinuses is biphasic with growth years 0-3 and 7-12. During the later phase pneumatization spreads more inferiorly as the permanent teeth take their place. Pneumatization can be so extensive as to expose tooth roots with only a thin layer of soft tissue covering those. This study aimed to evaluate the relation of maxillary molars roots to maxillary sinus floor. For the right maxillary first molar and second molar and for the left maxillary first molar, the most common type was (type 3), and the least one was (type 1), for the left maxillary second molar, the most common type was (type 2), and the least one was (type 1).
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1. Introduction

The maxillary sinus is a pyramidal cavity, and its base lies on the nasal antral wall while the tip extends to the zygomatic bone. Its estimated average volume is 15 cc.[20]

It is the largest paranasal sinus and is intimately related to the upper teeth, tear duct and the floor of the orbital cavity.[1,2]

The inferior sinus wall is a curved structure that is extended between adjacent teeth, or individual roots in about half of the population, creating elevations in the antral surface or protrusions of the root apices into the sinus cavity; its floor is formed by the alveolar process of the maxilla.[21]

Knowledge of the relationship between the root apex and the inferior wall of the maxillary sinus are crucial for diagnosis and treating a sinus pathosis as well as in assisting dental implantation, endodontic procedures and orthodontic treatment.[22]

2. Review of literature

The maxillary sinus is the largest paranasal sinus. It is intimately related to the upper teeth, tear duct and the floor of the orbital cavity.[1,2] The maxillary sinus is the first of the paranasal sinuses to develop, and its growth ends with the eruption of the third molars at approximately 20 years of age.[3]

The inferior sinus wall is a curved structure which is formed by the lower third of the medial wall and the buccal alveolar wall, and the floor is formed by the alveolar process of the maxilla. The extension of the sinus in adult is variable.[3]

In response to reduced function associated with the loss of posterior teeth, the sinus may expand further in to the alveolar bone, occasionally extending to alveolar ridge.[5] The extent of pneumatization varies from person to person and from side to side.[6]

The average volume of a developed sinus at maturity varies between 15 and 20 ml almost double its size at birth. Although these dimensions remain relatively stable, once the permanent maxillary teeth have erupted and growth of the maxilla is complete. Continued expansion and pneumatization occurs in some patients throughout life.[7]

MS is tubular at birth, ovoid in childhood and pyramidal shape in adults, its pyramidal shape is acquired as a result of eruption of permanent teeth from the first day of entrance. MS extended not only in posterior path but also in anterior direction from 11 weeks onwards. It has been revealed that triangular sinuses were mainly ordinary in both genders.[8,9]

Smaller maxillary sinuses usually extend from the second premolars to the second molars, while larger sinuses extend from the first premolars or even from the canine and even beyond the third molars.[10]

CT scan and MRI provide multiple sections through sinus at different plan and therefore contribute to the final diagnosis and determination of extent of disease. High resolution axial and coronal CT and MRI examinations are the most revealing non invasive techniques for paranasal sinuses and adjacent structures and areas.[5,11] Cone beam computed tomography (CBCT) would potentially provide information needed for prosthetic treatment planning, implant selection, and/or surgical placement.[12]

3. Materials and Methods

In this retrospective study, 70 CBCT images of Iraqi patients, retrieved from the archive of Alwasiti hospital, were evaluated. Only the good quality images with the presence of all posterior molars for one or both sides have been selected, examined and evaluated. Only 30 images were selected and included in this study (15 male and 15 female). 60 maxillary sinuses were examined and only 56 of these sinuses were selected and included in this study, according to the exclusion criteria shown below:

1) Patients with missing maxillary first or second molars or
both from both sides.
2) Patients with large periapical lesions or bony tumor.
3) Bad quality CBCT images.
4) Unerupted, partially erupted or ongoing eruption of first and second molars with immature apices.

The machinery used in this research was Cone beam computed tomography machine (CS 9000 3D Extra oral Imaging System-Care Stream dental, USA; the authorized representatives in the European community: Trophy, France. Radiographic machine has been used with the exposure parameters range from (60-90) kV and mA from (2-15), for (1.24) minutes, high resolution (200um), voxel size (93“width” *74“diameter” * 37 “height” mm ± 15%) and Image field (300*300 mm).

Computer system connected to Cone beam computed tomography machine for image manipulation and viewing. Maxillary molars root relation to maxillary sinus divided into three types (classes) according to Kilic et al classification:
- Type 1: roots penetrated into the sinus.
- Type 2: roots contact the sinus floor.
- Type 3: roots below the sinus floor.

4. Results

The study sample was composed of 15 male and 15 female individuals with age ranged between 15-50 years. 56 maxillary sinuses were evaluated from 30 different CBCT images. For the right maxillary first molar, the most common type was (type 3), and the least one was (type 1). For the right maxillary second molar, the most common type was (type 3), and the least one was (type 1). For the left maxillary first molar, the most common type was (type 3), and the least one was (type 1). For the left maxillary second molar, the most common type was (type 2), and the least one was (type 1).

| Table 1: Percentages of different relation types of right maxillary molars root to maxillary sinus floor. |
| types | upper right 6 | upper right 7 |
| m | d | p | m | d | p |
| n/ % | n/ % | n/ % | n/ % | n/ % | n/ % |
| T1 | 6 / 0.06% | 4 / 0.04% | 2 / 0.02% | 5 / 0.05% | 4 / 0.04% | 1 / 0.01% |
| T2 | 6 / 0.06% | 7 / 0.07% | 10 / 0.1% | 15 / 0.15% | 8 / 0.08% | 9 / 0.09% |
| T3 | 15 / 0.15% | 16 / 0.16% | 15 / 0.15% | 7 / 0.07% | 15 / 0.15% | 17 / 0.17% |
| TOTAL | 27 | 27 | 27 | 27 | 27 | 27 |

| Table 2: Percentages of different relation types of left maxillary molars root to maxillary sinus floor. |
| types | upper left 6 | upper left 7 |
| m | d | p | m | d | p |
| n/ % | n/ % | n/ % | n/ % | n/ % | n/ % |
| T1 | 6 / 0.06% | 5 / 0.05% | 3 / 0.03% | 10 / 0.1% | 4 / 0.04% | 1 / 0.01% |
| T2 | 9 / 0.09% | 11 / 0.11% | 12 / 0.12% | 12 / 0.12% | 15 / 0.15% | 12 / 0.12% |
| T3 | 14 / 0.14% | 13 / 0.13% | 14 / 0.14% | 7 / 0.07% | 10 / 0.1% | 16 / 0.16% |
| TOTAL | 29 | 29 | 29 | 29 | 29 | 29 |

5. Discussion

Kilic et al in (2010) conducted a study on 92 Turkish patients using CBCT and found that the longest distance between sinus floor and root tips was for the first premolar and the shortest for the second molar distobuccal root tips for both right and left sides. These results disagreed with the results of this study. These differences may be due to the sample size or different race group.

Abd al-Hassan & Alnakib in (2013) made a study on 120 Iraqi patients using spiral CT and found that the longest distance was for the first premolar root apex and the shortest for the second molar mesiobuccal root apex for both sides. These results agreed with the results of this study.

Ok et al in (2014) conducted a study on 849 Turkish patients using CBCT and found that (type 3) occurred most frequently in the premolar teeth and mesiobuccal and distobuccal roots of the first molar teeth, (type 1) occurred most frequently in the palatal roots of the first molar teeth, (type 2) occurred most frequently in the mesiobuccal roots of the second molar teeth. The results of (type 1) and (type 3) don’t match the results of this study while the results of (type 2) agreed with this study results. These differences may be due to sample size or the method of measuring.

Lavasani in (2015) conducted a study on 155 American patients using CBCT and found that the farthest root from the sinus was distobuccal root of first molar and the closest to the sinus was mesiobuccal root of second molar. The results of the farthest roots from the sinus disagreed with the results of this study while the results of the closest roots to the sinus match the results of this study. These differences may be due to different sample race & sample size.

Roque et al in (2015) made a study on 78 Brazilian patients using CBCT and observed that the mesiobuccal and distobuccal roots of the second molars were found to be closest to the maxillary sinus, whereas the buccal and palatal roots of the first premolars were found to be farthest from the maxillary sinus. These results disagreed with the results of this study which may be due to different sample race, sample size or method of measuring.

Shokry et al in (2016) conducted a study on 50 Saudi Arabian patients using CBCT and found that class 1 roots had the highest prevalence and Their percentage was the highest among palatal roots (60.6%), followed by distobuccal roots (53.5%), and mesiobuccal roots (48%). These results disagreed with the results of this study. These differences may be due to the method of measuring and sample size.

Tawfieq & Fattah in (2017) conducted a study on 70 Iraqi patients using CBCT and found that the closest root to the sinus was the mesiobuccal root of second molar. This result is similar to the results of this study.
6. Conclusion

CBCT considered now as the best technique (no superimposition, better quality, 3D image viewing and manipulation, less radiation dose than computed tomography, more accurate diagnosis and treatment planning).

For the right maxillary first molar and second molar and for the left maxillary first molar, the most common type was (type 3), and the least one was (type 1). For the left maxillary second molar, the most common type was (type 2), and the least one was (type 1).
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